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A Siren Aug 06 2020
The Forever Song Sep 26 2019 Don’t miss the Blood of Eden trilogy by the New York Times
bestselling author of The Iron Fey and The Talon Saga! This darkly thrilling series, set in a
destroyed, near-future world, will captivate fans of the Divergent, Hunger Games and Maze Runner
series. VENGEANCE WILL BE HERS Allison Sekemoto once struggled with the question: human or
monster? With the death of her love, Zeke, she has her answer. MONSTER Allie will embrace her
cold vampire side to hunt down and end Sarren, the psychopathic vampire who murdered Zeke. But
the trail is bloody and long, and Sarren has left many surprises for Allie and her companions—her
creator, Kanin, and her blood brother, Jackal. The trail is leading straight to the one place they must
protect at any cost—the last vampire-free zone on Earth, Eden. And Sarren has one final, brutal
shock in store for Allie. In a ruined world where no life is sacred and former allies can turn on you in
one heartbeat, Allie will face her darkest days. And if she succeeds, triumph is short-lived in the face
of surviving forever alone. Originally published in April 2014.
Promised Apr 13 2021
The Crown Aug 30 2022 The spectacular happily ever after of the #1 New York Times bestselling
Selection series Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series has captured the
hearts of readers from its very first page. Now the end of the journey is here. Prepare to be swept off
your feet by The Crown—the eagerly awaited, wonderfully romantic fifth and final book in the
Selection series. In The Heir, a new era dawned in the world of The Selection. Twenty years have
passed since America Singer and Prince Maxon fell in love, and their daughter is the first princess to
hold a Selection of her own. Eadlyn didn’t think she would find a real partner among the Selection’s
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thirty-five suitors, let alone true love. But sometimes the heart has a way of surprising you…and now
Eadlyn must make a choice that feels more difficult—and more important—than she ever expected.
Don’t miss The Betrothed, a glittering royal romance sure to captivate Kiera Cass’s legion of loyal
readers and lovers of courtly intrigue alike!
Happily Ever After: Companion to the Selection Series Jan 23 2022 Go behind the scenes of
Kiera Cass’s #1 bestselling Selection series with this gorgeous collection of novellas and exclusive
extras Meet Prince Maxon before he fell in love with America, and a girl named Amberly before she
became queen. See the Selection through the eyes of a guard who watched his first love drift away
and a girl who fell for a boy who wasn’t the prince. This must-have companion to the Selection series
includes all four novellas as well as exclusive bonus content. Includes: The Prince The Guard The
Queen The Favorite Exclusive new scenes from The Selection, The Elite, and The One Introductions
to each novella from Kiera Cass A map of Illéa and other illustrations And more! Don’t miss The
Betrothed, a glittering royal romance sure to captivate Kiera Cass’s legion of loyal readers and
lovers of courtly intrigue alike!
Prince and the Guard Jun 15 2021 Eventyrlige fortællinger. In "The Prince," Maxon reveals there
was another girl in his life before America; and in "The Guard," America falls for Aspen Leger, a Six
who has risen in the ranks to become a member of the royal guard
The Betrothed Jun 27 2022 The instant #1 New York Times bestseller from the bestselling author
of the Selection series! Kiera Cass is back with a glittering royal romance sure to captivate her
legion of loyal readers and lovers of courtly intrigue alike. A would-be queen. A handsome young
king. A perfect match…or is it? When King Jameson declares his love for Lady Hollis Brite, Hollis is
shocked—and thrilled. After all, she’s grown up at Keresken Castle, vying for the king’s attention
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alongside other daughters of the nobility. Capturing his heart is a dream come true. But Hollis soon
realizes that falling in love with a king and being crowned queen may not be the happily ever after
she thought it would be. And when she meets a commoner with the mysterious power to see right
into her heart, she finds that the future she really wants is one that she never thought to imagine.
The Prince Feb 21 2022 Don’t miss this captivating novella set in the world of the #1 New York
Times bestselling Selection series! Go behind the scenes of the competition with this story from the
point of view of Prince Maxon. Before America Singer was chosen to compete in the Selection, there
was another girl in Prince Maxon’s life . . . . In The Prince, follow Prince Maxon through the week
leading up to the beginning of the Selection—and the day he first meets America. The Prince also
includes a teaser to The Elite, the enchanting second book in the Selection series. Don’t miss The
Betrothed, a glittering royal romance sure to captivate Kiera Cass’s legion of loyal readers and
lovers of courtly intrigue alike!
Just Folking Around Apr 01 2020 Raquel Ezra loves to fish. With so many fish in the sea, she’s
never had a problem baiting the hook or reeling them in. Raquel is a good actress, she can be
anyone’s fantasy for a single night as long as they agree to be hers. Which is why she doesn’t think
twice about spending an evening in nowhere Tennessee with a smokin’ hot, well-mannered, and
intriguing sheriff’s deputy by the name of Jackson James. One night? No strings? A sexy game of
chess? No problem. Except, when the time comes, Raquel discovers that reality might just be better
than any fantasy, and maybe she’s not ready to release this catch. JUST FOLKING AROUND is a 16k
words, contemporary romance, and is the prequel to TOTALLY FOLKED, book #1 in the Good Folk:
Modern Folktales series.
Caterpillar Summer Nov 08 2020 This beautifully written, emotional debut perfect for fans of Lynda
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Mullaly Hunt or Ali Benjamin tells the story of a girl, her special needs brother, and the summer they
will never forget. "An engaging, honest book." --Kimberly Brubaker Bradley, Newbery Honorwinning author of The War That Saved My Life "A beautiful story of family, forgiveness, life on an
island, and growing up.”--Kate Messner, author of Breakout and The Seventh Wish Cat and her
brother Chicken have always had a very special bond--Cat is one of the few people who can keep
Chicken happy. When he has a "meltdown" she's the one who scratches his back and reads his
favorite story. She's the one who knows what Chicken needs. Since their mom has had to work
double-hard to keep their family afloat after their father passed away, Cat has been the glue holding
her family together. But even the strongest glue sometimes struggles to hold. When a summer trip
doesn't go according to plan, Cat and Chicken end up spending three weeks with grandparents they
never knew. For the first time in years, Cat has the opportunity to be a kid again, and the journey
she takes shows that even the most broken or strained relationships can be healed if people take the
time to walk in one another's shoes. An Indies Introduce Pick A Parents Best Book of the Year A
Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year An Amazon Best Book of the Year
The Favorite Oct 20 2021 Revisit the captivating world of Kiera Cass's #1 New York Times
bestselling Selection series in this digital original novella. While America Singer's heart was torn
between Aspen and Prince Maxon, her friend Marlee knew exactly what she wanted—and paid the
price. Told from Marlee's point of view, this all-new 64-page story returns to the fateful Halloween
when Marlee and Carter were discovered and reveals how that night—and Prince Maxon—changed
their lives forever. The Favorite also features a teaser to The Siren! Don’t miss The Betrothed, a
glittering royal romance sure to captivate Kiera Cass’s legion of loyal readers and lovers of courtly
intrigue alike!
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The Prince (The Selection Novellas, Book 1) Dec 10 2020 The first of two novellas set in the
world of Kiera Cass's No. 1 New York Times bestselling Selection series – Prince Maxon’s story!
Princess Academy Jul 17 2021 Fourteen-year-old Miri lives on a mountain where her ancestors
have quarried stone and lived in poverty for generations. Then just before winter's first snowfall, a
delegation from the lowlands arrive with exciting news. The king's priests have divined that her
small village is the home of the future princess. In a year's time, the prince will come himself and
chose his bride from among the girls of the village. The king's ministers set up an academy on the
mountain, where every girl of age will be sent to learn the skills of a princess. But there is no way
Miri can prepare herself for what lies in store.
The Bite of the Black Widow Jul 25 2019 Vince Kunda, moves out of the shadowy world of espionage
and subterfuge into that of crime as he travels to the small mining town of Kalulushi on the
Copperbelt after hearing of the death of an acquaintance. The death was supposedly by a car
accident, but the news is brought to his attention by two floaters with Zambian Intelligence, Groovy
Joe and Chris 'Kimsey' Lusambo. That starts alarm bells ringing in his head because the two had
recently fled from Zambia into the Democratic Republic of Congo with the police on their backs after
they had committed a series of serious crimes. The two rarely operates within the confinements of
the law. Vince suspects that the car accident may not have actually been an accident, and he finds
plenty of reasons to believe so when he hits town. In Kalulushi, he finds the disturbing influence of a
self proclaimed, self ordained prophet called Benson Chali, also known as the Supreme One, who
receives 'revelations' and sees 'visions' after sniffing on genkem, a highly toxic gas produced by
mixing petrol and glue. Vince however suspects the man to be nothing but a con artist out to make a
quick buck. Vince has also got to ignore the attention of the local agents from Counter Intelligence,
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who spring into action as soon as he is spotted in town. However, most disturbing is the fear that
maybe Chu Chu Fumbei, who had fled the country with Groovy Joe and Chris 'Kimsey', may have had
a hand in the fatal accident. He was, after all, a regular visitor to the Bwalya residence, despite
being known to be an international criminal wanted by the United Nations for having committed
atrocities in the eastern Congo. There is also Stephania Bwalya, the sister to the deceased and a wife
to a former minister who Vince had helped flee Zimbabwe on the eve of the military coup that
brought down the government, except that she has now ungratefully forgotten whatever help he had
rendered to her. Having stayed so long in the dark murky world of spies, he is fully aware that
taking things at face value may not be such a good idea, not with Chu Chu Fumbei hovering about in
the background.
The Assassin and the Empire Nov 28 2019 Celaena Sardothien is the assassin with everything: a
place to call her own, the love of handsome Sam, and, best of all, freedom. But Celaena won't be
truly free until she is far away from her old master, Arobynn Hamel - so she and Sam decide to take
one last daring assignment that will liberate them forever. And that's how Celaena learns that
having everything... means everything can be taken away. This fourth e-novella gives readers an
inside look at the characters who appear in the full-length novel THRONE OF GLASS. Don't miss it!
The Sorcerer Heir Jul 05 2020 The delicate peace between Wizards and the underguilds (Warriors,
Seers, Enchanters, and Sorcerers) still holds by the thinnest of threads, but powerful forces inside
and outside the guilds threaten to sever it completely. Emma and Jonah are at the center of it all.
Brought together by their shared history, mutual attraction, and a belief in the magic of music, they
now stand to be torn apart by new wounds and old betrayals. As they struggle to rebuild their trust
in each other, Emma and Jonah must also find a way to clear their names as the prime suspects in a
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series of vicious murders. It seems more and more likely that the answers they need lie buried in the
tragedies of the past. The question is whether they can survive long enough to unearth them. Old
friends and foes return as new threats arise in this stunning and revelatory conclusion to the beloved
and bestselling Heir Chronicles series.
The Queen Aug 18 2021 Don't miss this digital original novella set in the captivating world of Kiera
Cass's #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series. Before America Singer's story began,
another girl came to the palace to compete for the hand of a different prince…. This prequel story
takes place before the events of The Selection and is told from the point of view of Prince Maxon's
mother, Amberly. Discover a whole new Selection with this inside look at how Maxon's parents
met—and how an ordinary girl named Amberly became a beloved queen. Don’t miss The Betrothed,
a glittering royal romance sure to captivate Kiera Cass’s legion of loyal readers and lovers of courtly
intrigue alike!
Sophie Quire and the Last Storyguard Mar 01 2020 It’s been two years since Peter Nimble and
Sir Tode rescued the kingdom of HazelPort. In that time, they have traveled far and wide in search
of adventure. Now they have been summoned by Professor Cake for a new mission: To find a twelveyear-old bookmender named Sophie Quire. Sophie knows little beyond the four walls of her father’s
bookshop, where she repairs old books and dreams of escaping the confines of her dull life. But
when a strange boy and his talking cat/horse companion show up with a rare and mysterious book,
she finds herself pulled into an adventure beyond anything she has ever read.
After the One May 15 2021 ‘A treat of a book about love and friendship - sip a Prosecco and enjoy!’
Jacqueline Wilson, bestselling author of The Story of Tracy Beaker How do you move on after The
One? April 16th is always one of Charley’s worst days of the year. It’s her husband’s birthday, a
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painful reminder of his death four years ago. So naturally, her car breaks down. She nearly gets run
over trying to catch the bus. And then she’s made redundant. Her friends see the redundancy as a
chance for her to start again and live the life she always wanted, but since being widowed Charley
has clung to familiarity and avoided change like the plague. Then, out of the blue, her mother-in-law
Pam pitches up in need of a place to stay after walking out on her 40-year marriage. Together,
Charley and Pam find themselves at a crossroad. It’s not easy to move on after The One, but they
can’t stand still forever. A gorgeously heartwarming and feel-good story for fans of Libby Page and
Nicola Gill. Praise for After the One ‘I loved this sweetly engaging story of two women overcoming
heartbreak at different stages of life – it envelopes the reader in a warm hug of friendship and hope.’
Sarah Steele, USA Today bestselling author of The Missing Pieces Of Nancy Moon ‘This was such a
sweet and cheering read. With the first fictional mother-in-law I’d actually be glad to have! Everyone
needs a Pam.’ Joanna Nadin, author of The Queen of Bloody Everything 'A feel-good story which will
appeal to many ages and I look forward to recommending it to customers.' Coles Books, Bicester ‘A
beautifully written and heartwarming story about love, loss and finding the courage to start again ...
so witty and yet packed full of emotion throughout. I totally loved every second of this story – it
really is a must-read!’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader review 'I fell in love with the story from the start. The
relationship between Pam and Charley is delightful’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader review ‘This is my first Cass
Lester book but I'm hoping it won't be my last! This book is full of emotion and truthfulness so you
may need a few tissues to hand if you tend to get a bit blubbery but I just absolutely loved it!’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Reader review
The Queen Slave Mar 13 2021 Neenah, Queen of Anthar, finds her life turned upside down when a
warring race conquers her planet. Royalty fetches a high price in the markets, and Neenah is no
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exception. Mysterious mogul, Max Carrington, places the highest bid, and Neenah fears the
outcome. Thrust into a world of servitude, Neenah learns the ways of seduction. But Max holds a
secret, and Neenah is soon faced with a decision. Will she choose love...or freedom?
The Color of Trauma May 03 2020 A woman who can experience and remove other people’s
traumatic memories is coerced into helping a Chicago homicide detective catch a serial killer. "An
impressive slice of suspense fiction anchored by two fiery heroes with brio to spare." - Kirkus
Reviews ". . . I was on the edge of my chair for the last thirty pages." - Windy City Reviews
Experiencing another’s past could end her future . . . Kiera is a memory surgeon. With her gift of
removing and holding other’s traumatic memories, she’s helped dozens of women but hasn’t helped
herself. Now Dean, a Chicago homicide detective, is asking for even more: for her to look into the
memories of a coma victim to help him catch a serial killer. Clues and romance unfurl, but as Dean
and Kiera get closer to each other, the killer gets closer to Kiera. The Color of Trauma is a thoughtprovoking paranormal romantic suspense novel. If you like unconventional heroines, dark themes,
and psychological dramas, then you’ll love Hollie Smurthwaite’s suspenseful story. Content warning:
Explicit sex scenes, references and depictions of physical and sexual violence (NOT between the
protagonists), PTSD reactions, minor drug use, profanity and not just a little.
A Thousand Heartbeats Apr 25 2022 #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Selection series
Kiera Cass is back with her most epic novel yet—a sweeping enemies-to-lovers standalone romance.
“Love has a sound. It sounds like a thousand heartbeats happening at the same time.” Princess
Annika has lived a life of comfort—but no amount of luxuries can change the fact that her life isn’t
her own to control. The king, once her loving father, has gone cold, and Annika will soon be forced
into a loveless marriage for political gain. Miles away, small comforts are few and far between for
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Lennox. He has devoted his life to the Dahrainian army, hoping to one day help them reclaim the
throne that was stolen from them. For Lennox, the idea of love is merely a distraction—nothing will
stand in the way of fighting for his people. But when love, against all odds, finds them both, they are
bound by its call. They can’t possibly be together—but the irresistible thrum of a thousand
heartbeats won’t let them stay apart. Kiera Cass brings her signature sparkling romance to this
beautiful story of star-crossed lovers and long-held secrets.
The Betrayed Mar 25 2022 Kiera Cass brings another sparkling romance to a stunning conclusion
in this sequel to the instant #1 New York Times bestseller The Betrothed. Can you follow your heart
when it's already broken? After fleeing Coroa and leaving the memory of her beloved Silas behind,
Hollis is unsteadily adjusting to life in Isolte. The Eastoffe family's affection is a balm on her weary
spirit, though Etan, a surly cousin with a deep distaste for Coroans, threatens to upset the uneasy
peace she's found. While tensions at home ratchet up, disquiet in the kingdom of Isolte is reaching a
fever pitch. The Eastoffes may have the power to unseat a tyrannical king--but only with Hollis's
help. Can a girl who's lost it all put the fate of her adopted homeland over the secret longings of her
heart?
The Final Day Jun 03 2020 A major release in the New York Times bestselling One Second After
series, set in an alternate America rebuilding after an electromagnetic pulse, this is William R.
Forstchen's The Final Day. Since the detonation of nuclear weapons above the United States more
than two years ago, the small town of Black Mountain, North Carolina has suffered famine, civil war,
and countless deaths. Now, after defeating a new, tyrannical federal government, John Matherson
and his community intend to restore their world to what it was before the EMP apocalypse. For the
most part, they are succeeding. This period of relative stability doesn’t last long. A new, aggressive
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government announces that it’s taking over and ceding large portions of the country to China and
Mexico. The Constitution is no longer in effect, and what’s left of the U.S. Army has been deployed
to suppress rebellion in the remaining states. John fears he and his town will be targets. General Bob
Scales, John’s old commanding officer and closest friend from prewar days, is sent to bring John into
line. Will John and his people accept the new, autocratic regime? Or will revolution rip the fledgling
nation apart at the seams? Months before publication, William R. Forstchen’s novel One Second
After was cited on the floor of Congress as a book all Americans should read. This third book in the
series immerses readers once more in the story of our nation’s struggle to rebuild itself after an
electromagnetic pulse wipes out all electricity and plunges the country into darkness, starvation,
and death. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Welcome to the Party Jun 23 2019 Praised by fan favorites including Hoda Kotb, Kim & Khloe
Kardashian, and Jimmy Fallon! Inspired by the eagerly awaited birth of her daughter, Kaavia James
Union Wade, New York Times bestselling author and award-winning actress Gabrielle Union pens a
festive and universal love letter from parents to little ones, perfect for welcoming a baby to the party
of life! Reminiscent of favorites such as The Wonderful Things You’ll Be by Emily Winfield Martin,
I’ve Loved You Since Forever by Hoda Kotb, and Take Heart, My Child by Ainsley Earhardt,
Welcome to the Party is an upbeat celebration of new life that you’ll want to enjoy with your tiny
guest of honor over and over again. A great gift for all occasions, especially Mother’s Day, Father’s
Day, baby showers, and birthdays.
Cass Teen Novel #2 Sep 18 2021 Kiera Cass brings another sparkling romance to a stunning
conclusion in this sequel to the instant #1 New York Times bestseller The Betrothed. Can you follow
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your heart when it's already broken? After fleeing Coroa and leaving the memory of her beloved
Silas behind, Hollis is unsteadily adjusting to life in Isolte. The Eastoffe family's affection is a balm
on her weary spirit, though Etan, a surly cousin with a deep distaste for Coroans, threatens to upset
the uneasy peace she's found. While tensions at home ratchet up, disquiet in the kingdom of Isolte is
reaching a fever pitch. The Eastoffes may have the power to unseat a tyrannical king--but only with
Hollis's help. Can a girl who's lost it all put the fate of her adopted homeland over the secret
longings of her heart?
The Glittering Court Sep 06 2020 A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER The Selection meets
Reign in this dazzling trilogy of interwoven novels about three girls on a quest for freedom and true
love from #1 internationally bestselling author Richelle Mead. "Brilliant and original, Mead’s new
series starts off with a bang and will leave readers on the edge of their seats until the very end."
—School Library Journal For a select group of girls, the Glittering Court offers a shot at a life they’ve
only ever dreamed of, one of luxury, glamour, and leisure. To high-born Adelaide, whose wealthy
family is forcing her into a loveless marriage, the Glittering Court represents something else: the
chance to chart her own destiny, and adventure in an unspoiled, prosperous new land across the
sea. After a chance meeting with the dazzling Cedric Thorn, Adelaide poses as a servant to join the
crop of impoverished girls he promises to transform into proper ladies. But her familiarity with
upper class life comes with a price: she must hide her identity from her new friends, mysterious
refugee Mira and fiery former laundress Tamsin, and most importantly, from Cedric himself—even
though she’s falling in love with him. Everything begins to crumble when Cedric discovers Adelaide’s
ruse, and she catches the eye of a powerful young governor, who wants her for a wife. She didn’t
leave the gilded cage of her old life behind just to become someone else's property. But nothing is as
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daunting—or as wonderful—as the potent, forbidden attraction simmering between Adelaide and
Cedric. One that, if acted on, would make them both outcasts in a wild, dangerous, uncharted world,
and possibly lead them to their deaths.
The Program Jan 11 2021 When suicide becomes a worldwide epidemic, the only known cure is The
Program, a treatment in which painful memories are erased, a fate worse than death to 17-year-old
Sloane, who knows that The Program will steal memories of her dead brother and boyfriend.
Indigo Ghosts Feb 09 2021 "Excellent.... Clare matches well-drawn characters, in particular the
charismatic lead, with a head-scratching puzzle and creepy atmospherics. Imogen Robertson fans
will be pleased" - Publishers Weekly Starred Review In this gripping forensic mystery set in Stuart
England, Gabriel Taverner uncovers a series of shocking secrets when he's summoned by his former
naval captain to investigate strange goings-on aboard his ship. October, 1604. Former ship's surgeon
turned country physician Gabriel Taverner is surprised to receive an urgent summons from his old
naval captain. Now docked in Plymouth harbour, having recently returned from the Caribbean,
Captain Colt believes his ship is haunted by an evil spirit, and has asked Gabriel to investigate.
Dismissive of the crew's wild talk of mysterious blue-skinned ghosts, Gabriel is convinced there must
be a rational explanation behind the mass hallucinations. But matters take a disturbing turn when he
and the captain discover a body hidden behind one of the bulkheads. Calling on the help of his old
friend, Coroner Theophilus Davey, piece by piece Gabriel uncovers a terrifying tale of treachery,
dark magic, unimaginable cruelty – and cold-blooded murder.
Crossed Oct 27 2019 The highly anticipated second book in the New York Times bestselling
Matched trilogy! Perfect for fans of 1984, Brave New World, Black Mirror, and The Handmaid’s
Tale. Chasing down an uncertain future, Cassia makes her way to the Outer Provinces in pursuit of
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Ky--taken by Society to his certain death--only to find that he has escaped into the majestic, but
treacherous, canyons. On this wild frontier are glimmers of a different life . . . and the enthralling
promise of rebellion. But even as Cassia sacrifices everything to reunite with Ky, ingenious surprises
from Xander may change the game. On the edge of Society, nothing is as expected, and crosses and
double crosses make Cassia's path more twisted than ever. Look for the epic series finale,
REACHED!
The Heir May 27 2022 A new era dawns in the world of Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times bestselling
Selection series America and Maxon’s fairy-tale romance enchanted readers from the very first page
of The Selection. Now find out what happens after happily ever after in this fourth captivating novel,
perfect for fans of Veronica Roth’s Divergent, Lauren Oliver’s Delirium, or Renée Ahdieh’s The
Wrath & the Dawn. Twenty years ago, America Singer entered the Selection and won Prince
Maxon’s heart. Now the time has come for Princess Eadlyn to hold a Selection of her own. Eadlyn
doesn’t expect anything like her parents’ fairy-tale love story...but as the competition begins, she
may discover that finding her own happily ever after isn’t as impossible as she’s always thought. A
new generation of swoon-worthy characters and captivating romance awaits in the fourth book of
the Selection series! Don’t miss The Betrothed, a glittering royal romance sure to captivate Kiera
Cass’s legion of loyal readers and lovers of courtly intrigue alike!
The Selection Coloring Book Oct 08 2020 Prepare to be swept away by the gorgeous gowns and
breathless romance of Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series—now brought to
life in this beautifully illustrated coloring book. Features original black-and-white line drawings of
favorite characters and moments from the world of Illéa, as well as stunningly designed handlettered quotes from all five Selection books, all on perforated pages that can easily be removed and
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displayed. The Selection Coloring Book is the perfect companion for fans of the Selection series and
a captivating journey for any reader who loves a happily ever after.
The Guard Dec 22 2021 Don’t miss this captivating novella from the world of the #1 New York Times
bestselling Selection series! Set just after the Selection is narrowed down to the Elite, this story
gives readers a glimpse into the heart and mind of America’s first love. Before America Singer met
Prince Maxon, she was in love with a boy named Aspen Leger—who never imagined that he would
follow America to the palace as a member of the royal guard . . . The Guard also includes a teaser to
The One, the thrilling third novel in the Selection series. Don’t miss The Betrothed, a glittering royal
romance sure to captivate Kiera Cass’s legion of loyal readers and lovers of courtly intrigue alike!
The Elite Sep 30 2022 The second book in Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times bestselling Selection
series With even more glamour, intrigue, and swoon-worthy romance, this sparkling sequel to The
Selection will captivate readers who loved Veronica Roth’s Divergent, Lauren Oliver’s Delirium, or
Renée Ahdieh’s The Wrath & the Dawn. Thirty-five girls came to the palace to compete in the
Selection, and to win Prince Maxon’s heart. Now six girls remain, and the competition is fiercer than
ever—but America Singer is still struggling to decide where her heart truly lies. Is it Prince
Maxon—and life as the queen—that she wants? Or is it still Aspen, her first love? Don’t miss The
Betrothed, a glittering royal romance sure to captivate Kiera Cass’s legion of loyal readers and
lovers of courtly intrigue alike!
The Innocent's Secret Baby Jan 29 2020 A ruthless billionaire… When Sicilian tycoon Raul Di Savo
meets Lydia Hayward, it's not only her cool elegance he desires—seducing Lydia will also deny his
lifelong rival's bid for her body… An innocent in peril… Desperate to escape being sold to a stranger,
Lydia turns to Raul—he promises her only one night, but his expert touch awakens her to pleasure
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she cannot resist! A nine-month consequence! Discovering she's a pawn in Raul's game of revenge,
Lydia leaves…until she realizes an unexpected consequence will bind her to Raul forever!
The Queen (The Selection) Jul 29 2022 The new enovella from Number One New York Times
bestselling author Kiera Cass – set in the Selection world.
These Broken Stars Dec 30 2019 It's a night like any other on board the Icarus. Then, catastrophe
strikes: the massive luxury spaceliner is yanked out of hyperspace and plummets into the nearest
planet. Lilac LaRoux and Tarver Merendsen survive. And they seem to be alone. Lilac is the
daughter of the richest man in the universe. Tarver comes from nothing, a young war hero who
learned long ago that girls like Lilac are more trouble than they're worth. But with only each other
to rely on, Lilac and Tarver must work together, making a tortuous journey across the eerie,
deserted terrain to seek help. Then, against all odds, Lilac and Tarver find a strange blessing in the
tragedy that has thrown them into each other's arms. Without the hope of a future together in their
own world, they begin to wonder???would they be better off staying here forever? Everything
changes when they uncover the truth behind the chilling whispers that haunt their every step. Lilac
and Tarver may find a way off this planet. But they won't be the same people who landed on it. The
first in a sweeping science fiction trilogy, These Broken Stars is a timeless love story about hope and
survival in the face of unthinkable odds.
The One Nov 01 2022 The captivating third book in Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times bestselling
Selection series America Singer searches for her happily ever after in this swoon-worthy YA
dystopian romance, perfect for readers who loved Veronica Roth’s Divergent, Lauren Oliver’s
Delirium, or Renée Ahdieh’s The Wrath & the Dawn. Entering the Selection changed America
Singer's life in ways she never could have imagined. Since she arrived at the palace, America has
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struggled with her feelings for her first love, Aspen—and her growing attraction to Prince Maxon.
Now she's made her choice . . . and she's prepared to fight for the future she wants. Don’t miss The
Betrothed, a glittering royal romance sure to captivate Kiera Cass’s legion of loyal readers and
lovers of courtly intrigue alike!
The Siren Nov 20 2021 #1 New York Times bestseller A sweeping stand-alone fantasy romance from
Kiera Cass, author of the bestselling, beloved Selection series. Kahlen is a Siren—bound to serve the
Ocean by luring humans to their watery graves with her voice, which is deadly to any human who
hears it. Akinli is human—a kind, handsome boy who’s everything Kahlen ever dreamed of. Falling in
love puts them both in danger… but will Kahlen risk everything to follow her heart? This starcrossed YA romance is sure to captivate readers who grew up loving The Little Mermaid or fans of
Jennifer Donnelly’s Waterfire Saga. Originally self-published, The Siren has been completely
rewritten for this edition. Don’t miss The Betrothed, a glittering royal romance sure to captivate
Kiera Cass’s legion of loyal readers and lovers of courtly intrigue alike!
The Selection Series 1-5: the Selection, the Elite, the One, the HeirAnd the Crown Aug 25
2019 Only 1 can win the crown. All five books in Kiera Cass's #1 New York Times bestselling
Selection series are now available in this beautiful paperback box set. In Cass's first three books, we
learned about the Selection and were introduced to America Singer, a spirited seventeen-year-old
girl who is forced to compete for the chance to be her country's next princess. In The Heir and The
Crown, fans were introduced to a new era. Twenty years have passed since the events of The One,
and America and Maxon's daughter is the first princess to hold a Selection of her own. Own the full
set of Kiera Cass's bestselling Selection series now!
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